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Jim Blinn's Corner: Notation, Notation, Notation (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2002

	The third entry in the Jim Blinn's Corner series, this is, like the others, a handy compilation of selected installments of his influential column. But here, for the first time, you get the "Director's Cut" of the articles: revised, expanded, and enhanced versions of the originals. What's changed? Improved...
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Dns in Action: A Detailed And Practical Guide to Dns Implementation, Configuration, And AdministrationPackt Publishing, 2006
Recently, while driving to my work, I listened to radio as usual. Because of the establishment of the new EU (European Union) domain, there was an interview with a representative of one of the Internet Service Providers. For some time the interview went on, boringly similar to other common radio interviews, but suddenly the presswoman started to...
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3rd International Conference on the Application of Superabsorbent Polymers (SAP) and Other New Admixtures Towards Smart Concrete (RILEM Bookseries)Springer, 2019

	
		The book gathers the peer-reviewed contributions presented at the 3rd International Conference on Application of Superabsorbent Polymers (SAP) and Other New Admixtures towards Smart Concrete, held in Skukuza, South Africa, on November 25-27, 2019. It features papers focusing on the behavior of SAP in concrete (in particular the...
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Pragmatic Unit Testing in C# with NUnit (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2004
Learn how to improve your C# coding skills using unit testing.  Despite it's name, unit testing is really a coding technique, not a testing technique.  Unit testing is done by programmers, for programmers. It's primarily for our benefit: we get improved confidence in our code, better ability to make deadlines, less time spent in the debugger, and...
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The One-Page Proposal: How to Get Your Business Pitch onto One Persuasive PageHarper Perennial, 2002

	As clear, concise, and concrete as its subject, Patrick Riley‘s The One–Page Proposal promises to be the definitive business guide to getting your best ideas fully understood in the least amount of time.


	Today more than ever, business decisions are made on the fly?d first impressions can make all the...
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Numerical Methods in Finance with C++ (Mastering Mathematical Finance)Cambridge University Press, 2012

	Driven by concrete computational problems in quantitative finance, this book provides aspiring quant developers with the numerical techniques and programming skills they need. The authors start from scratch, so the reader does not need any previous experience of C++. Beginning with straightforward option pricing on binomial trees, the book...
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Fundamentals of Switching Theory and Logic Design: A Hands on ApproachSpringer, 2006
Information Science and Digital Technology form an immensely complex
and wide subject that extends from social implications of technological
development to deep mathematical foundations of the techniques
that make this development possible. This puts very high demands
on the education of computer science and engineering. To be...
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Co-verification of Hardware and Software for ARM SoC Design (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2004
This book is the first to document and teach important information about the verification technique known as hardware/software co-verification. Traditional embedded system design has evolved into single chip designs that are pushing past 1M logic gates and headed toward 10M gates. In this era of SoC design, chips now include microprocessors and...
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The Austin Protocol Compiler (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2004
The TAP notation uses two types of semantics: an abstract semantics for protocol verifiers and a concrete semantics for protocol implementers. The Austin Protocol Compiler illustrates that two types of semantics of TAP are equivalent. Thus, the correctness of TAP specification of some protocol, that is established based on the...
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BDD in Action: Behavior-driven development for the whole software lifecycleManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		BDD in Action teaches you the Behavior-Driven Development model and shows you how to integrate it into your existing development process. First you'll learn how to apply BDD to requirements analysis to define features that focus your development efforts on underlying business goals. Then,...
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Leading Transformative Change CollectivelyRoutledge, 2020

	
		This book directly helps decision-makers and change agents in companies, NGOs, and government bodies become more proficient in transformative, collaborative change in realizing the SDGs.

	
		This practitioner’s handbook translates a systemic – and enlivening – approach to collaboration into day-to-day work...
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Computer Systems: A Programmer's Perspective (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2010

	
		This book (CS:APP) is for computer scientists, computer engineers, and others

	
		who want to be able to write better programs by learning what is going on “under
	
		the hood” of a computer system.
	


	
		Our aim is to explain the enduring concepts underlying all...
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